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Abstrat

New researh failities like HIγS2 or ELI-NP will provide

within the next three years photon beams of unpreedented

quality with respet to both photon �ux (10

13γ/s) and spetral
intensity (10

4
−10

6/eV s), thus overoming previous limitations
of existing failities by several orders of magnitude. This re-

markable progress will be ahieved by Compton-baksattering

of an intense laser on a high-quality, relativisti eletron beam.

With these intense, monohromati γ ray beams, a new era of

photonulear siene begins. In the manusript, an overview is

given on the perspetives for photo�ssion studies, and the �rst

results of an exploratory experiment are presented. In the pro-

totype experiment, the photo�ssion ross setion of

238
U was

measured as a funtion of the γ ray energy using, for the �rst

time, a monohromati, high-brilliane, Compton-baksattered

γ-ray beam at beam energies between Eγ=4.7 MeV and 6.0

MeV. As a next step, a novel highly-e�ient, position-sensitive

photo�ssion detetor array is under development. The status

of the development is reported.



I. Introdution

Using highly-brilliant γ-ray beams, whih will be soon available at the

HIγS2 faility [1℄ (Durham, USA) and at ELI-NP [2℄ (Buharest, Romania),

a new experimental ampaign on photo-nulear physis an be envisaged to

investigate extremely deformed nulear states of the light atinides and

their multiple-humped potential energy surfae (PES) in a highly-seletive

way. Photo�ssion measurements enable seletive investigation of extremely

deformed nulear states in the light atinides and an be utilized to better

understand the landsape of the PES in these nulei. The seletivity of these

measurements originates from the low and well-de�ned amount of angular

momentum transferred during the photoabsorption proess.

Most reent theoretial ativities in the �eld also emphasize the impor-

tane of spin-seletive photo�ssion experiments in the atinide region. The

validity of previous theoretial alulations [3℄ prediting the existene of

a deep third minimum in the PES was questioned [4, 5, 6℄, resulting in a

puzzling disrepany with experimental �ndings espeially in the hain of

uranium isotopes.

II. Transmission resonane spetrosopy via photo�ssion

The experimental tehnique of investigating extremely deformed nulear

states of the light atinides is based on the observation of the transmission

resonanes in the prompt �ssion ross setion. Transmission resonanes ap-

pear when diretly-populated exited states in the �rst potential minimum

overlap energetially with states either in the superdeformed (SD) 2

nd

or

hyperdeformed (HD) 3

rd

potential minima [7, 8℄. The �ssion deay han-

nel thus an be expressed as a tunneling proess of these gateway states

through the multiple-humped �ssion barrier.

So far mainly light-partile indued nulear reations have been per-

formed to study the transmission resonanes with harged partile [9, 10℄,

onversion eletron or γ ray spetrosopy. These studies did not bene�t

from the same seletivity of photonulear exitation and onsequently they

are ompliated by statistial population of the states in the 2

nd

and 3

rd
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Figure 1: a) Measured photo�ssion yield displayed as a funtion of the

maximum bremsstrahlung energy for the photo�ssion of

238
U [11℄ and b)

the alulated photo�ssion ross setion.

minima with a very limited probability. Moreover, these measurements suf-

fered from a dominating bakground from prompt �ssion. Contrary, by

using monohromati γ-ray beams, the states in the higher-lying minima

an be populated diretly with onsiderably inreased probabilities, leading

to a muh suppressed bakground and due to the strong spin-seletivity

very lean spetra an be obtained.

Until now sub-barrier photo�ssion experiments have been performed with

bremsstrahlung photons, where the �ssion ross setion was folded with the

ontinuous γ ray spetrum, resulting a typial e�etive γ bandwidth of only

� E/E = 4 − 6 � 10
−2
). In these experiments a plateau (�isomeri shelf�)

was observed in the �ssion ross setion (Fig. 1a). With the new generation

γ beams, providing a spetral �ux of about 10

6γ/(eV� s) and an improved

energy resolution of � E � 1 keV, one an aim at identifying individual

vibrational resonanes in the �ssion deay, and resolving the �ne struture

of the isomeri shelf (Fig. 1b).

In order to prepare for the photo�ssion experiments at the γ beams of

HIγS2 and ELI-NP, we performed an exploratory experiment on the sub-

barrier photo�ssion of

238
U at the γ beam of the present HIγS faility at
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the Duke University (Durham, US).

III. The prototype experiment: photo�ssion of

238
U

The aim of our very reent experiment was to measure the

238
U(γ,f)

ross setion at deep sub-barrier energies and to searh for transmission

�ssion resonanes. The experiment was performed at the HIγS faility with

its Compton-baksattered γ-ray beam, having a bandwidth of � E=150-
200 keV and a spetral �ux of about 10

2γ/(eV� s). An array of parallel

plate avalanhe ounters, onsisting of 23 eletrolytially-deposited

238
UO2

(2 mg/m

2
) targets [12℄, was used to measure the photo�ssion ross se-

tion. Both �ssion fragments were deteted in oinidene to suppress the

�-partile bakground to an extremely low level, whih is required by the

partiularly low ounting rates.

The experimental photo�ssion ross setion of

238
U as a funtion of the γ-

ray energy is shown in Fig. 2a, along with the experimental data of Ref. [13℄,

the only experiment so far measured with bremsstrahlung photons. Due to

the large photon �ux, the ross setion data ould be extended by about an

order of magnitude into the deep sub-barrier region down to Eγ=4.7 MeV.

A lear transmission resonane has been observed at Eγ=5.6 MeV, whih

is onsistent with the observation of Ref. [13℄.

For the theoretial evaluation of the present

238
U photo�ssion exper-

imental data, we performed nulear reation ode alulations using the

empire-3.1 ode [14℄. The triple-humped �ssion barrier parameters of

238
U

were extrated by tuning the inputs to these alulations and omparing

the resulting preditions of the photo�ssion ross setion to the experimen-

tal data. For omparison, both triple- and double-humped �ssion barriers

were used in the alulations. The experimental data of the present experi-

ment ould be reprodued dramatially better with a alulation assuming

a triple-humped �ssion barrier than with a double-humped one. The reso-

nane at Eγ=5.55 MeV was attributed to the HD well. The results of the

experiment is presented in Ref. [15℄ in details.

Due to the energy spaing of the vibrational states in the HD osillator

well, whih is determined by the urvature parameter of the 3

rd
potential
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Figure 2: The measured photo�ssion ross setion of

238
U in the γ ray

energy range of Eγ=4.7-6.0 MeV. The result of the present experiment and

the experimental data of Ref. [13℄ are indiated by full squares and open

triangles, respetively. The alulated ross setions are shown as solid

and dashed lines, assuming a triple-humped and a double-humped �ssion

barrier, respetively.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Shemati view of the photo�ssion detetor array.

The atinide targets are aligned along the entral axis of the ube.

minimum (~! III=1.0 MeV), a further resonane should appear at Eγ=4.55

MeV. Experimental evidene for the existene of suh a resonane would

fully on�rm our present theoretial interpretation. Thus, it is ruial to

improve the γ-ray beam energy bandwidth and the energy density of data

points (requiring a higher γ-ray beam intensity) in order to explore a full

set of deep sub-barrier �ssion resonanes and to obtain onlusive evidene

for the HD nature of the �ssion barrier of

238
U. It is also highly important

to measure the �ssion fragment angular distribution to identify the total

angular momentum of the deaying ompound state.

IV. Development of a novel photo�ssion detetor-array

Fission fragment angular distribution measurements (in photo�ssion) re-

quest a multi-target, position sensitive detetor array, whih is under de-

velopment presently at MTA ATOMKI (Debreen, Hungary). The array

onsist of 12 units of position sensitive gas detetor with dimensions of

10x10 m and based on the state-of-the-art THik Gasous Eletron Multi-

plier (THGEM) tehnology [16℄ (Fig. 3.
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The THGEM is a robust, simple to manufature, high-gain, gaseous ele-

tron multiplier. The operation is based on gas multipliation within small,

sub-millimeter to millimeter diameter holes drilled in standard double-fae

Cu-lad printed iruit boards (PCB). The hole struture of the THGEM

together with a segmented readout eletrode provides a true-pixelated radi-

ation loalization. The eletron multipliation of the THGEM is based on

the large potential di�erene between the two sides of the board resulting in

a strong dipole �eld within the holes. Eletrons, deposited by ionizing radi-

ation in a onversion region above the THGEM, are foused into the holes

by the dispersed eletri �eld. Then the eletrons are multiplied within the

holes under the high eletri �eld (25-50 kV/m). A small fration of the

resulting avalanhe eletrons are olleted on a bottom eletrode, while the

signi�ant part is transferred to a olleting anode or to a seond multiplier

element. Eah hole ats as an independent multiplier. Depending on the

�lling gas a multipliation fator of � 10

5
an be ahieved.

At the low-pressure operation mode (typially 10 mbar), the signals are

exeptionally fast, having a rise time of t� 1-2 ns. A position resolution of

2 mm an be ahieved by using a segmented anode with 1-2 mm wide anode

pads. In the present design, the detetor overs almost a full solid angle

(� 80% of 4�) and has an intrinsi angular resolution of � 5 degrees. The

bakground sensitivity and the radiation damage are negligible, however,

the extremely low ounting rates in photo�ssion experiments at deep sub-

barrier energies require su�ient � partile disrimination. This goal an

be ahieved by the oinident detetion of both �ssion fragments.

The prototype detetor unit was haraterized by using a

252
Cf �ssion

soure. Figure 4 shows a typial two-dimensional position spetrum of the

�ssion fragments emitted by the soure. In these test measurements an in-

trinsi detetor e�ieny of � 85% ould be determined. After the highly

e�ient operation of the prototye unit was demonstrated, the prodution

of the full array inluding the anodes and the support frame has been initi-

ated. The eletrolytially-deposited atinide targets will be produed at the

radioative target laboratory of the University of Mainz with a thikness of

2 mg/m

2
.

The foreseen unpreedented sub-millimeter γ beam spot size allows to

develop onsiderably more ompat photo�ssion detetors than those of be-
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Figure 4: (Color online) Two-dimensional position information of the �ssion

fragments emitted by a

252
Cf �ssion soure.

fore when only bremsstrahlung γ soures were available with a beam spot

diameter of � 4-5 m. Furthermore, due to the small diameter of the tar-

gets, highly-radioative target materials (e.g.

239
Pu) an be used without

enountering radiation safety problems, whih was not possible before. The

well-foused γ beam also de�nes a distint �ssion position, so a remark-

ably improved angular resolution an be ahieved ompared to previous

bremsstrahlung photo�ssion experiments.

V. Outlook

The experiment presented above an be onsidered as a �rst step towards

the photo-indued nulear physis at the new failities HIγS2 and ELI-NP,

where 6 orders of magnitude higher beam intensities are expeted and new

tehniques will be developed to narrow the γ beam bandwidth down to

� E/E = 10

−4
. This way the γ resolution ould be mathed to the natural

width of the resonanes, so atomi bakground from Compton sattering

and pair reation ould be avoided. This exellent bandwidth an be ex-

ploited to resolve the �ne struture and the level densities of transmission
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resonanes and to identify the individual lass-II (SD) and lass-III (HD)

states with spin I , K value, and parity, eventually even addressing some

lass-I states in the �rst minimum of the PES.

One of our long term goals will be to determine the spin dependent

inner barrier heights of

232
Th for dipole and quadrupole exitations EA (1

−

)

and EA (2
+
), respetively, and to determine the depth EII of the seond

minimum from the lass-II states via level density arguments. One EA

and EII is known, the lifetime of the so far unobserved �ssion isomer in

232
Th an be estimated for the �rst time.

The γ deay in the seond minimum of thorium isotopes with its pre-

dominant bak-deay to the �rst minimum an also be studied with high

resolution. Adding up the energies of the γ asade results in the resonane

energy. As a result, it will beome possible to measure the isomeri exita-

tion energies with a resolution of 10

−3
. In addition, identifying the multi-

phonon � -vibrational exitation pattern over a wide energy range from the

isomeri ground state to the region of the barrier top, will provide valuable

insight into the harmoniity of the potential in the seond well. Measure-

ments of the ground state of the 3

rd
minimum via its γ deay will also be

enabled. On the other hand, as a result of the strong spin seletivity of the

photo-indued reations, the states in the 2

nd
and 3

rd
minimum an be pop-

ulated with muh larger intensities ompared to former methods (light-ion

indued reations). Together with the enhaned E1 strengths in the seond

and third potential well due to the large stati dipole moment (resulting in

γ deay times omparable to prompt �ssion), a detailed γ spetrosopy in

these minima will be enabled for the �rst time.

VI. Summary

As a onlusion, the measurement of the photo�ssion ross setion in the

deep sub-barrier energy region is a ruial step towards a reliable hara-

terization of the PES, inluding unambiguous determination of the double-

or triple-humped nature of the surfae. Next-generation Compton-bak-

sattering γ-ray soures, suh as HIγS2 and ELI-NP, are antiipated to

provide beams with spetral �uxes of � 10
6γ/ ( eV � s) and energy resolution

of � E � 1keV, far superior to those urrently available at HIγS. These
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next-generation γ-ray soures are expeted to allow preferential population

and identi�ation of vibrational resonanes in the photo�ssion ross setion

and ultimately to enable observation of the �ne struture in the isomeri

shelf as well as unambiguous determination of the struture of the PES.

This may open the perspetive towards a new era of photo�ssion studies.

As a �rst, preparatory step, we measured the photo�ssion ross setion

of

238
U in the γ-ray energy region of E=4.7-6.0 MeV with the monohro-

mati, high-brilliane, Compton-baksattered γ-ray beam of the HIγS fa-

ility. With the signi�antly higher intensity of the beam, when omparing

to a tagged-photon faility, the ross setion ould be measured at deep

sub-barrier energies. empire-3.1 reation ode alulations were performed

to extrat the �ssion barrier parameters of

238
U. Our present results on the

�ssion barrier of

238
U support a deep 3

rd
minimum. Indiations of predited

resonane strutures have also been observed, however, with moderate am-

plitudes. The results indiate the need for further investigations at lower

γ-ray energies and using smaller-bandwidth, higher-intensity γ-ray beams.

In suh measurements speial type of �ssion detetors need to be applied.

Thus, a multi-target, position sensitive photo�ssion detetor array is under

development at MTA Atomki based on the novel THGEM tehnology.
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